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24th March 2019 

 

Proposal: Free Scientific Presentations from EHS 

 

 

Dear Orthopeadic Society President, 

 

The European Hip Society - founded in 1992, with over 500 members from more than 30 European 

countries, as well as 20 International countries - is focused on the promotion of scientific knowledge and 

surgical skills for the pelvis and hip. 

 

Our main task is to improve care for hip patients in Europe and to exchange knowledge between countries. 

To this end, we would like to offer scientific presentations to your society, or your national orthopaedic hip 

society. 

 

We can send expert speakers from our society to lecture on hip topics of your choice. Alternatively, we can 

help to propose topics. Speakers can be selected in collaboration with your organizational congress 

committee and the lectures can take place during your annual congress or your hip society congress. 

 

Another option is for the EHS to assist you or your hip society in arranging a course on a hip topic (for 

instance, Primary, Advanced or Revision THA). Also, we can boost existing surgical courses by sending 

surgeons with a well-known track record on a certain approach or technique. 

 

Our offer is free of charge and the European Hip Society will cover travelling costs. The society is obliged in 

return to display the EHS logo on the literature (website homepage etc) of the course. 

 

We hope this offer can help you to organize an attractive congress in your country, while helping our 

mission to spread scientific knowledge and education in the field of hip diseases and treatments in Europe. 

 

We look forward to your response. 

 

Best wishes,  
 

 

 

 

Dr Jean-Alain Epinette      Prof Gosta Ullmark 

EHS President 2018-2020      EHS EduCom Chairman 
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Treasurer: Martin Thaler 
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